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Abstract-— Engraving captions has been looking forward for the reliable manual work over the captions that are helpful in 

describing the picture with a derivative caption. The use of technology has depicted its role into which, it will be using the few 

concepts like Artificial intelligence which would manage the process of automation and the neural network which would be 

undergoing the recurrent neural network where it would mainly focus on the work using the highlights of both the supervised 

as well unsupervised method. This application will be helpful in maintaining the significance of the user over their picture 

with relevant captions. The emphasis of the given context will be totally defined by the process of describing the picture into its 

regulated and mandatory format. The image would be undertaken as the reference for the captions and would be engraved into 

the required format of the captions. The user would be availed by enhanced eye catching and focused captions that would be 

delivered by the main content provider. Requisites will be only on the requirement of user and the request that has to be 

responded by the content provider with the best and fascinating captions that would be derived from the event displayed on the 

image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Social media is catching the rising trend of youth as well 

as other category of human being, this being the most 

effective nowadays requires an impact of caption that can 

describe the image/video in realistic and virtual manner.  

There were implementation on the field of describing pictures 

but it failed to incept the actual and trendy content. 

 

We have read many research papers which shows different 

auto image captioning that are already constructed. They 

have some advantages but there are also disadvantages and 

limitations. Here we are mainly focusing on the attribute of 

describing the picture with a perfect caption. We would be 

undergoing through the manual as well as technical prospects  

for the betterment of the project. Description on something is 

as important as valuing the immature task over verb and noun 

clarification. Delivering the perfect caption for the photo has 

always been a very difficult task. Here, we categorize the 

method that has to be used in the caption generation. We 

would be describing the image with required terms and the 

mandatory things that it needs. Task will be focused on the 

feedback of the user which would be mainly noticing the 

social task and the pictures that are already in the scenario of 

the market. 

Our main part of introduction would be drawing  attention 

towards the pattern flow of the task that are going to be 

undergone by the project methods that are fetched with the 

picture and required accurate caption that describes the 

image. RNN is short memory and cannot predict for a long 

term as well as not helpful for long run. So, LSTM has been 

introduced to higher range of efficiency for longer sequences 

and prediction of appropriation.Gathering the current 

information and working on it would be magnifying the 

actual need that has to be struck and taken into consideration 

by the content deliverer and the application base as well. 

 
 

II. THEORY OF ENGRAVING CAPTIONS 

Caption is something that we usually need to think a lot and 

notice for a while to guess the catch of the moment in  the 

picture. This app would be providing each and every type of 

captions related to the familiar emotion into it. The use of 

technical aspects that meet the need of the tentation of the user 

would be highlighted. 
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